
Property ->  
Clause/Element

Single-line Text Multi-line Text Single Date Multiple Dates Numerical value Financial Value Single Choice Select Multi Choice Select Single Checkbox Multiple Checkboxes Single User Select Multiple User Select Single User Group 
Select

Multiple User Group 
Select

Custom Lists Select: 
Single Item

Custom Lists Select: 
Multiple Items

Clauses Extracted (Subordinate 
clauses are not included.)

Extracted (Subordinate 
clauses are not included.)

Extracted if the entire text 
of the clause is supported 
Date format. Subordinate 
clauses are not included.

Extracted if the entire text 
of the clause is supported 
Date format. Subordinate 
clauses are not included.

Extracted if the entered 
value is number in 
supported format.

X Extracted if the entire text 
of he clause has the exact 
match in the seleted 
language with any value 
in the Single Choice. 
Subordinate clauses are 
not included.

Extracted if the entire text 
of the clause has the 
exact match in the seleted 
language with any value 
in the Multi Choice. 
Subordinate clauses are 
not included.

Checkbox will be ticked if 
the associated Template 
Tag is in the Legito 
Document.

Any Checkbox will be 
ticked if the enrite text of 
the clause has the exact 
match in the seleted 
language has the exact 
match with value of that 
Checkbox text. 
Subordinate clauses are 
not included.

Extracted if the entire text 
of the clause has the 
exact match in the seleted 
language with any User's 
Name or Email. 
Subordinate clauses are 
not included.

Extracted if the entire text 
of he clause has the exact 
match in the seleted 
language with any User's 
Name or Email. 
Subordinate clauses are 
not included.

Extracted if the entire text 
of he clause has the exact 
match in the seleted 
language with any Group 
name. Subordinate 
clauses are not included.

Extracted if the entire text 
of he clause has the exact 
match in the seleted 
language with any Group 
name. Subordinate 
clauses are not included.

Extracted if the entire text 
of he clause has the exact 
match in the seleted 
language with selected 
column of any Item. 
Subordinate clauses are 
not included.

Extracted if the entire text 
of he clause has the exact 
match in the seleted 
language with selected 
column of any Item. 
Subordinate clauses are 
not included.

Title Extracted Extracted Extracted if the value is in 
supported Date format.

Extracted if the value is in 
supported Date format.

Extracted if the entered 
value is number in 
supported format.

X Extracted if the value in 
the selected document 
language has the exact 
match with any value in 
the Single Choice.

Extracted if the value in 
the selected document 
language has the exact 
match with any value in 
the Multi Choice.

Checkbox will be ticked if 
the associated Template 
Tag is in the Legito 
Document.

Any Checkbox will be 
ticked if the value in the 
selected document 
language has the exact 
match with value of that 
Checkbox text.

Extracted if it has an exact 
match with a User's Name 
or Email

Extracted if it has an exact 
match with a User's Name 
or Email

Extracted if it has an exact 
match with a User Group's 
Name

Extracted if it has an exact 
match with a User Group's 
Name

Extracted if the entire text 
of he clause has the exact 
match in the seleted 
language with selected 
column of any Item.

Extracted if the entire text 
of he clause has the exact 
match in the seleted 
language with selected 
column of any Item.

Question - 
Single Choice

Selected value extracted 
as plain text

Selected value extracted 
as plain text

Extracted if the selected 
value is in supported Date 
format.

Extracted if the selected 
value is in supported Date 
format.

Extracted if the entered 
value is number in 
supported format.

X Extracted if selected value 
in the selected document 
language has the exact 
match with any value in 
the Single Choice.

Extracted if the selected 
value in the selected 
document language has 
the exact match with any 
value in the Multi Choice.

Checkbox will be ticked if 
the associated Template 
Tag is in the Legito 
Document.

Any Checkbox will be 
ticked if selected value in 
the selected document 
language has the exact 
match with value of that 
Checkbox text.

Extracted if the selected 
value has an exact match 
with a User's Name or 
Email

Extracted if if the selected 
value has an exact match 
with a User's Name or 
Email

Extracted if if the selected 
value has an exact match 
with a User Group's Name

Extracted if if the selected 
value has an exact match 
with a User Group's Name

Extracted if the selected 
value has the exact match 
in the seleted language 
with selected column of 
any Item.

Extracted if if the selected 
value has the exact match 
in the seleted language 
with selected column of 
any Item.

Question - 
Multi Choice

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Table X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Text Extracted Extracted Extracted if the value is in 
supported Date format.

Extracted if the value is in 
supported Date format.

Extracted if the entered 
value is number in 
supported format.

X Extracted if the value in 
the selected document 
language has the exact 
match with any value in 
the Single Choice.

Extracted if the value in 
the selected document 
language has the exact 
match with any value in 
the Multi Choice.

Checkbox will be ticked if 
the associated Template 
Tag is in the Legito 
Document.

Any Checkbox will be 
ticked if the value in the 
selected document 
language has the exact 
match with value of that 
Checkbox text.

Extracted if it has an exact 
match with a User's Name 
or Email

Extracted if it has an exact 
match with a User's Name 
or Email

Extracted if it has an exact 
match with a User Group's 
Name

Extracted if it has an exact 
match with a User Group's 
Name

Extracted if the entire text 
of he clause has the exact 
match in the seleted 
language with selected 
column of any Item.

Extracted if the entire text 
of he clause has the exact 
match in the seleted 
language with selected 
column of any Item.

TextInput Extracted Extracted Extracted if the value is in 
supported Date format.

Extracted if the value is in 
supported Date format.

Extracted if the entered 
value is number in 
supported format.

X Extracted if the inserted 
value has the exact match 
with any value in the 
Single Choice.

Extracted if the inserted 
value has the exact match 
with any value in the Multi 
Choice.

Checkbox will be ticked if 
the associated Template 
Tag is in the Legito 
Document.

Any Checkbox will be 
ticked if the value has the 
exact match with value of 
that Checkbox text.

Extracted if it has an exact 
match with a User's Name 
or Email

Extracted if it has an exact 
match with a User's Name 
or Email

Extracted if it has an exact 
match with a User Group's 
Name

Extracted if it has an exact 
match with a User Group's 
Name

Extracted if the entire text 
of he clause has the exact 
match in the seleted 
language with selected 
column of any Item.

Extracted if the entire text 
of he clause has the exact 
match in the seleted 
language with selected 
column of any Item.

Money X X X X Extracted from the field for 
the numberical amount.

Extracted X X Checkbox will be ticked if 
the associated Template 
Tag is in the Legito 
Document.

X X X X X X X

Date Extracted as plain text 
(month by number)

Extracted as plain text Extracted Extracted X X X X Checkbox will be ticked if 
the associated Template 
Tag is in the Legito 
Document.

X X X X X X X

Link to 
Element

Rules for linked elements 
will be applied

Rules for linked elements 
will be applied

Rules for linked elements 
will be applied

Rules for linked elements 
will be applied

Rules for linked elements 
will be applied

Rules for linked elements 
will be applied

Rules for linked elements 
will be applied

Rules for linked elements 
will be applied

Rules for linked elements 
will be applied

Rules for linked elements 
will be applied

Rules for linked elements 
will be applied

Rules for linked elements 
will be applied

Rules for linked elements 
will be applied

Rules for linked elements 
will be applied

Rules for linked elements 
will be applied

Rules for linked elements 
will be applied

Image X X X X X X X X Checkbox will be ticked if 
the associated Template 
Tag is in the Legito 
Document.

X X X X X X X

Select - Single 
Choice

Selected value extracted 
as plain text

Selected value extracted 
as plain text

Extracted if the selected 
value is in supported Date 
format.

Extracted if the selected 
value is in supported Date 
format.

Extracted if the entered 
value is number in 
supported format.

X Extracted if selected value 
in the selected document 
language has the exact 
match with any value in 
the Single Choice.

Extracted if selected value 
in the selected document 
language has the exact 
match with any value in 
the Multi Choice.

Checkbox will be ticked if 
the associated Template 
Tag is in the Legito 
Document.

Any Checkbox will be 
ticked if selected value in 
the selected document 
language has the exact 
match with value of that 
Checkbox text.

Extracted if it has an exact 
match with a User's Name 
or Email

Extracted if it has an exact 
match with a User's Name 
or Email

Extracted if it has an exact 
match with a User Group's 
Name

Extracted if it has an exact 
match with a User Group's 
Name

Extracted if the entire text 
of he clause has the exact 
match in the seleted 
language with selected 
column of any Item.

Extracted if the entire text 
of he clause has the exact 
match in the seleted 
language with selected 
column of any Item.

Select - Multi 
Choice

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Calculation X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Switcher X X X X X X Extracted if the Switcher 
is activated and the label 
of the Switcher has the 
exact match in the seleted 
language with any value 
in the Single Choice (such 
value - option is selected).

Extracted if the Switcher 
is activated and the label 
of the Switcher has the 
exact match in the seleted 
language with any value 
in the Multi Choice (such 
options are selected).

Checkbox will be ticked if 
the Switcher with 
associated Template Tag 
is activated. Checkbox will 
not be ticked if the 
Switcher with associated 
Template Tag is 
dectivated.

Any Checkbox will be 
ticked if the Switcher is 
activated and the label of 
the Switcher has the exact 
match in the seleted 
language with with value 
of that Checkbox text.

X X X X X X

Button X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X


